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This report is devoted to Jack connection coeﬃcients, a generalization of the connection
coeﬃcients of the classical subalgebras of the group algebra of the symmetric group closely related
to the theory of Jack symmetric functions. First introduced by Goulden and Jackson (1996) these
numbers indexed by three partitions of a given integer n and the Jack parameter  are deﬁned as
the coeﬃcients in the power sum expansion of some Cauchy sum for Jack symmetric functions.
Goulden and Jackson [1] conjectured that they are polynomials in  =    1 with non negative
integer coeﬃcients of combinatorial signiﬁcance, the Matchings-Jack conjecture.
We show that Jack connection coeﬃcients satisfy a recurrence formula when two of the
partitions are equal to the single part (n) and prove the Matchings-Jack conjecture in this case.
The ring of symmetric functions  has the following bases indexed by partitions  of
integer numbers: monomial basis m, power sums p, Schur polynomials s, zonal polynomials Z
(see [2]). Let h ; i be the scalar product on  such that hp; pi = z where z =
Q
i i
mi()mi()!
(mi() is a number of i-parts of ). The Schur polynomials are characterized by the fact that they
form an orthonormal basis of  for h ; i and the transition matrix between Schur and monomial
symmetric functions is upper triangular. The zonal polynomials directly linked with the theory
of the zonal spherical functions and verify the same properties as the s (except the unit length
property) if the scalar product is replaced by h; i2 with hp; pi2 = 2`()z where `() is the
number of parts of . These functions are linked with classical subalgebras of the group algebra:
I. Class algebra, i. e. the center of CSn with the basis (C)`n where C is a sum of
permutations of cycle type .
II. Double coset algebra, i. e. Hecke algebra of the Gelfand pair (S2n; Bn), where Bn
is a centralizer of f? = (12)(34) : : : (2n   1; 2n), with basis (K)`n where K is a sum of all
permutations ! 2 S2n such that f?!f?! 1 has cycle type  (see [2]).
Let c and b be the connection coeﬃcients of these algebras:
CC =
X
`n c

C; KK =
X
`n b

K:
Using an additional parameter , Henry Jack [3] introduced the bases of Jack symmetric
functions J which are characterized by two properties: (1) hJ ; J i = j() where the
scalar product h ; i is deﬁned by hp; pi = `()z and j() is some normalizing factor;
(2) the transition matrix between J and m is upper triangular. So J
1
 =
p
j(1)s and J2 = Z.
Goulden and Jackson [1] showed thatX
;;`n
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
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X
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and introduced the coeﬃcients a() by the equalityX
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
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 i
:
Computations of a() for all ; ;  ` n  8 showed that the a() are polynomials in
 =  1 with non negative integer coeﬃcients and of degree at most n minf`(); `()g. Goulden
and Jackson conjectured this property for arbitrary ; ; . Moreover, following the combinatorial
interpretation in Proposition 1, they also suggest the stronger Matchings-Jack conjecture.
Do le˛ga and Fe´ray [4] proved that the a() are polynomials in  with rational coeﬃcients.
Graph interpretation. For a partition  = (1; : : : ; p) ` n, consider the graph G on 2n
vertices consisting of p cycles of lengths 21; : : : ; 2p. A matching in G is a set of edges without
common vertices that contains all the vertices of G. Coloring successively the edges of the cycles
of G in gray and black colors, we get two matchings: g (gray edges) and b (black edges). We also
colour successively vertices of G in two colours and call a matching of G by bipartite if the ends
of each its edge have diﬀerent colors. We call such graph induced by  a -graph.
Proposition 1 [1]. The quantity b=jBnj (resp. c) is the number of matchings (resp.
bipartite matchings)  such that b [  is a -graph and g [  is a -graph.
Matchings-Jack Conjecture [1]. There exists a function wt on matchings such that
a( + 1) =
X

wt()
for all ; ;  ` n where the summation is over all matchings as in Proposition 1, and wt() 2
f0; 1; : : : ; n minf`(); `()gg, wt() = 0 ()  is bipartite.
We prove Matchings-Jack conjecture in the case  =  = (n) (Theorem 2) using the recurrence
formula in Theorem 1. Deﬁne the following operations on matchings:
#(k) =  n k [ (k   1); #(k;l) =  n (k; l) [ (k + l   1); "(k;l) =  n (k + l + 1) [ (k; l):
Theorem 1. For integer n and partition  ` n+ 1, the Jack connection coeﬃcients ann verify
the following recurrence formula for any i 2 f1; : : : ; `()g:
an+1;n+1() = (  1)(i   1)a
#(i)
nn () +
i 2X
d=1
a
"(i 1 d;d)
nn () + 
X
j 6=i
ja
#(i;j)
nn ():
This formula admits a nice combinatorial interpretation in terms of graphs in the special cases
 = 1; 2 that provided us with the intuition for the general case and that we used in the proof of
Theorem 2. We call a matching  such that both b [  and g [  are 2n-cycles ((n)-graphs) a
good matching. Denote by G() the set of all good matchings of the -graph G.
Theorem 2. Let  be a partition of n and G a -graph. Then there exists a function wt : G() !
f0; 1; : : : ; n  1g such that
ann( + 1) =
X
2G()
wt(); wt() = 0 ()  is bipartite.
As a consequence, the quantity ann(+1) is a nonnegative integer polynomial in  with constant
term cnn = ann(1) and sum of coeﬃcients equal to bnn=jBnj = ann(2).
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